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Abstract- The objects extraction from their background could be a difficult assignment. Since

one
threshold or structure threshold certainly fails to resolve doubt , in this paper, we have proposed a brand new
technique that automatically observe the edge to exactly discriminate pixels as foreground or background
using automatic threshold mechanism. By first distinguishing boundary, its associated curvatures, and edge
response, used as benchmark to gauge the possible location of the boundary.Results show that the projected
technique systematically performs well in various illumination conditions, as well as indoor, outdoor,
moderate, sunny, and rainy cases. By an examination with an empirical evidence in every case, the error rate,
the shadow detector index and the color model index indicates a correct detection, that shows substantial
improvement as compared with alternative existing ways.
Index Terms—Boundary refinement, curvature, edge, error rate, foreground extraction, gradient map,
shadow detector index, threshold.
1. INTRODUCTION

Shadow

removal is fascinating in several

things. Shadows square measure common in
natural scenes, and that they square measure
renowned to complicate several PC vision
tasks like image segmentation and object
detection. Thus the flexibility to get shadowfree pictures would benefit several PC vision
algorithms. Moreover, for aesthetic reasons,
shadow removal can benefit image editing
and computational photography algorithms.
Automatic shadow detection and removal
from single pictures, however, very difficult.
A shadow is cast whenever an object occludes
an illuminant of the scene; it is the outcome of
involute interactions between the geometry,
illumination, and reflectance present in the
scene. Identifying shadows are consequently
arduous because of the constrained
information about the scene’s properties.
The foreground extraction quandary can
be pixel predicated or region predicated.
Simple differencing is the most intuitive by
arguing that a transmutation at a pixel
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location occurs when the intensity difference
of the corresponding pixels in two images
exceeds a certain threshold. However, it is
sensitive to pixel variation resulting from
noise and illumination changes, which
frequently occur in intricate natural
environments. A lot of strong strategies [1] –
[3] handle noise associate degrees lighting
amendment problems with maintaining an
accommodative
applied
mathematics
background model.Recently, Tsai and Lai [4]
have projected mistreatment freelance part
analysis to wear down illumination changes
while not background model change.
On the opposite hand, region-based
modification detection strategies benefit of
interpixel relations, measurement the region
characteristics of a picture try at an equivalent
element location. For instance, the likelihood
ratio test [5] uses a hypothesis test to decide
whether statistics of two corresponding
regions come from the same intensity
distribution. Although this technique is a lot
of proof against noise, it's still fairly sensitive
to illumination changes. The shading model
(SM) [6] exploits the quantitative relation of
intensities within the corresponding regions of
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two pictures to deal with illumination
changes. Liu et al. [7] instructed a changedetection theme that compares circular shift
moments (CSMs), that represent the
reflectance element of the image intensity,
regardless of illumination. However, each the
SM and CSM strategies poorly perform over
dark regions
Whether the strategy is pixel based or
region based, thresholding of the image is
more difficult. In several cases, the threshold
is chosen by trial and error or empirically.
Obviously, a threshold chosen during this
method is ineffective for pictures with
significantly
completely
different
distributions. As a result, many adaptive
threshold choice strategies are projected. a
number of these strategies area unit supported
histograms. as an example, Otsu’s technique
[8] calculates the simplest threshold by
minimizing the quantitative relation of
intraclass and interclass variations, the isodata
formula [9] searches for the simplest
threshold by an reiterative estimation of the
mean values of the foreground and
background pixels, the triangle algorithm [10]
notably deals with unimodal histograms, Kita
[11] analyzes the characteristics of the ridges
of clusters on the joint bar chart, and Sen and
Pal [12] select the threshold by using the
fuzzy and rough set theories. Another set of
approaches is to assume that the distributions
of the changes and also the noise of the
distinction image area gaussian or Laplacian.
as an example, Bruzzone and Prieto [13]
shapely the distinction image as a mixture of
two gaussian distributions, representing
modified and unmodified pixels. The means
and variances of the class-conditional
distributions are then calculated using
expectation–maximization formula. Rosin and
Ellis [14] exploited the easy statistics of the
median and also the median absolute
deviation by presumptuous that less than half
the image is in motion. Kapur et al. [15] elite
thresholds by virtue of the entropy of the
image. grey [16] thought-about the
mathematician range, and O’Gorman [17]
used image property.
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In this paper, we first select the threshold
value by applying an automatic threshold
methodology from that boundary obtained.
Next, from the actual fact that real holes
continually end in similar shapes within the
mask, wherever as false holes don't, the
result's accustomed verify whether or not a
hole is real or not. Experimental results show
that the planned methodology systematically
performs well underneath totally different
illumination conditions, together with indoor,
outdoor, normal, sunny, and rainy cases. By
bearing on a ground truth in every case, the
classification error rate and shadow detector
index indicates an correct detection, that may
be a substantial improvement over different
existing ways.
II. PROPOSED METHOD

2.1. Outline
The proposed method consists of three steps
as shown in figure 1.1) thresholds selection;
2) boundary evaluation 3) result verification
.All these steps are specify in the following
sections.

Figure 1.Overview of proposed method

2.2. Thresholds Selection
The neighbourhood valley-emphasis
methodology is employed that is planed by
Fan and Lei [18]. They were found through
experiment that choosing the digital number
(T) with the bottom frequency within the
valley between the last two peaks gave
systematically correct threshold levels for
separating the shadow from non shadow
region that is shown in Figure.2. a lot of
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accuracy was obtained from the method by
choosing the threshold value that has tiny
chance in its neighbourhood space. The
method additionally maximizes the

Figure2. (a)Inpu timage. (b) Associated histogram.

between-classes variance in the histogram
between the last two peaks (Pe and Pe−1).the
following formula is used to find out the
threshold:
=

−

+

(1)

Where the probability of the occurrence (i) in
an image with (n) as the total number of
pixels is defined as
=

⁄

(2)

The entire image represented by a number of
distinct levels (L) which is computed as
µ = ∑ !"

(3)

The threshold value (T) divides the image
pixels into two classes. The probabilities of
the two classes are
= ∑ !"

,

=∑!

#

The shadow image is then constructed by
giving the value (0) to all shadow pixels and
the value (1) to all non-shadow pixels.
2.3. Boundary Evaluation
With refrence to the edge response and
curvature to identify which one is a lot of
seemingly to represent true boundary.This is
based on three assumptions: 1) The true
boundary phase is related to an oversized
edge response; 2) the objects’ shapes are
usually smooth; and 3) long and convoluted
segments are unlikely to be a true boundary.
The subsequent
sections describe how
boundary is evaluated per these assumptions.
a) Finding edge: To evaluate the edge , the
method for extracting the edge map EM of
the input image I is obtained by the Canny
edge detector, and the gradient maps ∇I
=(∇xI,∇yI) of I is calculated. Then, the
normalized gradient map GM
of I is
computed as
GM(x,y)= 4

7,8
5667 7,8
,

68 7,8
6 7,8

9 if ∇ ;, < ≠ 0 F

0,0 otherwise

(7)

where, 6 7, 8 = GH67 7, 8 I + H68 7, 8 I

(8)

The Edge map of the input images is shown
in Fig. 3

(4)

The mean values of the two classes can be
computed as
,

1 %

$% & = '-!. ip* ⁄ω% T , $0 & = '-!,#% ip* ⁄ω0 T

(5)

pt which is the sum of the neighbourhood
probability in interval n =2m+1 for image (i)
is computed as

Figure 3. (a),(b),(c),(d) are the input
(a’),(b’),(c’),(d’) are the associated edge map.

pt=[p(t−m)+····+p(t−1)+p(t)+p(t+1)+··.+p(t+m)]

b) Curvature evaluation: The curvature
of point C(n)=(x(n),y(n)) is calculated by

(6)

Where n is the neighbourhood length,
normally is an odd number. The shadow
region is accordingly determined from the
point (T) to the right end of the histogram.
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K(n)=

NL M KO M F |F
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image

and

(9) Where C

denotes the edge response of a boundary
segment C, C(n) denotes the nth point of C,
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III.RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

and each dot denotes a differentiation with
respect to n. The total curvature of C is
computed as
RS = '

VS

!

T U

(10)

Where Nc is the number of points on C,We
consider the total curvature instead of the
mean curvature as it is more representative in
that a small Kc indicates a concise length and
a smooth C, which are the characteristics of a
true boundary which is shown in Fig.4.

Figure 4. (a),(b),(c),(d) are the input image
(a’),(b’),(c’),(d’) are the corresponding boundary.

The projected technique has been
evaluated on images of various illumination
conditions, as well as
indoor, outdoor,
moderate and rainy cases. Some other change
detection methods, including the minimum
description length(MDL),the SM [6], the
derivative model (DM) [6], Li’s texture-based
approach [19], and Lu’s[20 ]are chosen for
comparison. We tend to selected the one that
made all-time low error rate when compared
with the ground truth. The segmentation
results are displayed in Figure s. 6–9 with the
subserquent layout: (a) input image I (b) the
result of MDL, (c) the result of SM, (d) the
result of DM, (e) the result of Li’s method, (f)
the result of Lu’s method, (g) the result of the
proposed method.
The results are also quantitatively
computed in terms of the error rate, shadow
detector index and color model index,the error
rate is is defined by the following formula:

and

Error Rate =(FP+ FN)/(TP +FP+ FN)×100%

2.4 Result verification
The resulting boundary is usually a
reasonable estimation of the ground truth.
However, false-positive regions may still be
present in the result. We use edge map as a
measure to remove these regions and
a
median filter of size 3×3 is applied to remove
the noise. The result of median filter of the
example image is shown in Fig. 5.

(11)

where FP stands for the number of no-change
pixels incorrectly detected as change, FN
stands for the number of change pixels
incorrectly detected as no-change,and TP
represents the number of change pixels
correctly detected.The error rates for the
proposed method and other existing methods
are summarized in Table I.
The shadow detector index(SDI) and
Modified color model index(C3*) is
calculated as[21]:
SDI = Z

% [\] #%

b

(12)

H ^ _ ∗aI#%

Where R, G, and B are normalized
components of red, green, and blue bands,
respectively. PC1 is a normalized component
of the first principal component.

C3*=arctan5

cd

efK cg ,ch ,cijh

Figure 5. (a),(b),(c),(d) are the input image and
(a’),(b’),(c’),(d’) are the results of median filter.
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(13)

The SDI index and modified color model
index for the proposed method and other
existing methods are shown in Table II. The
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overall accuracy
following formula

is

calculated

by

the

Overall Accuracy = (TP+TN)/(TP+TN+FP+FN) (14)

In case 1 (see Figure. 6), the input image
contains a group of human. As may be seen,
all methods
are badly affected by the
shadows, whereas the proposed method
successfully removes them. though the MDL
methodology claims to be able to
automatically choose the threshold, the
change detection result is not satisfactory,
because the description length is arbitrarily
set.The SM methodology isn’t able to detect
the inner regions this is often as result of this
methodology is meant to be insensitive to
illumination changes. The DM methodology
is additionally designed to be illumination
invariant;it performs better at the inner flat
regions only as a result it gives higher
discriminability. Li’s method can detect the
foreground objects reasonably well, but the
shadows are also taken as change. The Lu’s
also responds to the shadows, and without
using the proposed automatic-threshold
strategy which automatic detect the edge, the
shadows are impossible to delete from the
foreground.

SM and DM cannot
foreground pixels will
equivalent time. The
planned methodology
strategies
is that it
shadow pixels.

because the other
be removed at the
prevalance of the
over alternative
removes additional

Figure 7.case-2 single person with strong illumination

In Case 3 (see Figure. 8) contains a scene
whereever the higher half below the sun and
also the lower half is within the shadow of a
flyover, forming a high-contrast scenario. Li’s
method performs quite well, The proposed
method successfully extracts the contour,
removes the shadow.

Figure 6.case-1 group of people with moderate illumination

In case 2 (see Figure . 7), the shadow is
strong. The MDL result is noisy and heavily
full of the shadow. The results of all the
strategies, except those of the planned
methodology, are affected by shadow
boundaries, and only Li’s method can
potentially delete the shadow edges by acting
a morphological opening operation, where as
ISSN: 2395-1303

Figure 8.case-3 strong illumination with more contrast

In Case 4 (see Figure. 9) is taken in the
rain.Due to the use of a automatic- threshold,
that is insensitive to the raindrop reflections.
All the other methods are severely affected by
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the raindrops. MDL, SM, DM and Lu,s are
also affected by the shadow.

Figure 9.case-4 reflection in rain

TABLE I
Error Rate of the Proposed Method Compared with
Existing Methods
Error
Rate(%)

MDL

SM

DM

LI

LU

Proposed

Case 1

36.8

47.0

31.0

22.0

5.0

4.2

Case 2

44.4

32.9

32.0

22.0

7.3

6.5

Case 3

28.8

27.2

24.1

14.7

5.2

4.7

Case 4

63.9

49.3

40.9

30.0

6.8

5.9

TABLE II
SDI and Modified color Model Index(C3*) of the
Proposed Methods Compared with Existing Methods

Input
Image

Overall
Accuracy[21]
SDI

Overall
Accuracy
proposed
SDI

C3*

97.96

94.95

98.01

95.01

96.73

93.21

97.21

94.7

96.76

94.53

97.09

96.01
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94.59

98.11

A novel extraction technique supported
automatic thresholding and boundary
refinement has been proposed . By using
automatic threshold, the problem is
reduced,although thresholding is globally
performed, the utilization of edge response
and curvature helps to boost
boundary
accuracy throughout the analysis stage. By
applying automatic threshold strategy which
automatic detect the edge, the regions along
the boundary are effectively removed. The
classification error rate,shadow detector index
and modified color model index compares
well with other existing methods.
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